At the recent International
Congress I. M. Sheffer asked me the following question : Given a sequence {sn} ; form the sequence {a^} oí the Cesàro means of order a (a>0) corresponding to {sn}. If {sn} is summable Abel, is it true that (o^J is also summable Abel?
A more general question is: Suppose that A and B are two regular summability methods for sequences {sn}. Denote by AB the iteration product which associates with a given sequence the A transform of its B transform ; when does A summability imply AB summability?
We shall show in §2 that the answer is affirmative when B is(C, a) and A is Abel summability.1 In §3 we generalize this result to Laplace transforms and Riesz summability.
In §4 we discuss the iteration product of Cesàro and Borel summability, and also Euler and Borel summability. 2~2 oCx" = a I (1 -p)° 2 Sn(px)"dp
The transformation px = 1 -t~l, xdp = t~2dt = a« I p""1^ + p)-«-1Z)(/ + p)dp.
•^o
Suppose that L{s(u), t}-*s as i-»0. Now aí/o°V_1(í + p)~a~ldp = L hence /> 00 x"(l -p)» = a I pa~xe"x 22 s"-dp The interchange of summation is legitimate, the double series being
